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Publicada meses después de la muerte de Bolaño, 2666 ha sido unánimemente aclamada por la crítica internacional y por los lectores, y es considerada una obra sin igual en la literatura contemporánea.

Mejor libro en español de los últimos 25 años según Babelia.

La ciudad mexicana de Santa Teresa -trasunto de Ciudad Juárez- atrae como un imán a los protagonistas. Cuatro críticos literarios europeos viajan hasta Sonora tras las huellas del escritor desaparecido Benno von Archimboldi, cuya vida se refiere en la parte final de la novela. Allí conocerán a Amalfitano, el profesor universitario chileno que, junto con su hija, se establece en la ciudad, a la que también llegará el periodista estadounidense Oscar Fate para retransmitir un combate de boxeo. Pero el corazón del relato se encuentra en «La parte de los crímenes» donde, con la precisión de un bisturí, Bolaño narra los asesinatos de mujeres cometidos en Santa Teresa y las infructuosas investigaciones de la policía. En el epicentro del Mal, nada puede parar el horror.

Con una fuerza arrolladora, en 2666 Bolaño crea una obra magistral que rompe con todas las tendencias literarias conocidas y abre el camino a seguir por la narrativa del siglo XXI. Violencia e historia se entrelazan con temas recurrentes en la obra del autor: la literatura, la búsqueda y la crónica de la realidad.

2666 fue galardonada con los premios Ciudad de Barcelona, Salambó, National Critics Circle Award y Altazor, calificada como uno de los mejores libros de 2008 por The New York Times y elegida por 81 críticos y escritores de España y Latinoamérica como uno de los mejores libros en lengua castellana de los últimos 25 años.

Críticas:
«El relato más admirable del último cuarto de siglo. Quizá también lo sea del inmediatamente anterior y es muy posible que lo haya de ser del siguiente.»
José-Carlos Mainer, Babelia

«Una obra de un poder y una complejidad arrolladores. Un alegato final digno de un maestro.»
The Boston Globe

«La creación más audaz de Bolaño. Es valiente de una forma que pocas obras lo son: elimina de golpe la brecha entre lo divertido y lo solemne.»
Henry Hitchings, Financial Times

«2666: la consagración del horror contemporáneo. La literatura en estado puro.»
Fernando Rodríguez Lafuente

«Su obra más importante y una de las más grandes de la literatura contemporánea en lengua castellana.»
J.A. Masoliver Ródenas, La Vanguardia

«Mezcla de géneros y de influencias a priori incompatibles, de mundos, historias y geografías radicalmente
diferentes, 2666 es la novela total, sin principio ni fin, el lugar de todos los vértigos y todas las paradojas, [...] donde se funden presente y pasado, la esperanza y la desesperanza y donde lo verdadero y lo falso se acercan tanto que llegan a confundir

*Le Magazine Littéraire*

«Una obra de monumentalidad póstuma.»
Darío Villanueva
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"Not just the great Spanish-language novel of this decade, but one of the cornerstones that define an entire
literature. [Bolano] has revived an idea that the postmoderns seemed to have abandoned: the totaling novel,
one that aspires to create a complete narrative universe. This idea goes back to the dawn of the modernists, to
REMEMBRANCE OF THINGS PAST and ULYSSES, and in Latin American literature finds its crucial
expression in the Boom ... 2666 is a magisterial and inimitable novel, in which reality takes on a strange air
of unreality thanks to situational oddities and absurdities, hairpin turns of language, dreams, sustained
questioning, vague associations, changing landscapes. A novel rising like a delirious mirage in the void." --
J.A. Masoliver Rodenas, LA VANGUARDIA

"A work of genius: a work of immense lucidity and narrative cunning, written with a unique mixture of
creative power and intimate existential desperation, the work of a master whose voice has all the authority
and seeming effortlessness that we associate with the great classics of the ages ... It is impossible to read this
book without feeling the earth shift beneath one's feet. It is impossible to venture deep into writing so
unforgiving without feeling inwardly moved--by a shudder of fear, maybe even horror, but also by its need to
pay attention, by its desire for clarity, by its hunger for the real." --Andres Ibanaz, BLANCO Y NEGRO

"Without a doubt the greatest of Bolano's productions ... The five parts of this masterwork can be read
separately, as five isolated novels; none loses any of its brilliance, but what's lost is the grandeur that they
achieve in combination, the grandeur of a project truly rare in fiction nowadays, one that can be enjoyed only
in its totality." --Ana Maria Moix, EL PAIS

"Make no mistake, 2666 is a work of huge importance ... a complex literary experience, in which the author
seeks to set down his nightmares while he feels time running out. Bolano inspires passion, even when his
material, his era, and his volume seem overwhelming. This could only be published in a single volume, and
it can only be read as one." --EL MUNDO

"One of those strange, exquisite, and astonishing experiences that literature offers us only once in a very long
time. What 2666 promises and achieves ... is the sight, equally wonderful and upsetting, of a writer in full
pursuit of the Total Novel, one that not only completes his life's work but, at the same time, redefines it and
raises it to new vertiginous heights ... 2666 could be described as a "cosmic novel" because--as with the
universe--the crucial and amazing thing is not that it's unfinished, but that it has no end." --Rodrigo Fresan,
EL PAIS

"An absolute masterpiece ... Bolano writes almost without adjectives, but in his prose this leads to double
meanings. The narration is pure metonymy: it omits feelings in favor of facts. A phone call or a sex act can
express real tragedy, the sweep of the vast human condition." --Andres Lomena, LA OPINION DE
MALAGA

"Bolano's savoir-faire is incredible ... The exploded narrative reveals a
virtuosity that we rarely encounter, and one cannot help being bowled over by certain bravura passages--to
single one out, the series of reports describing murdered young women, which is both magnificent and
unbearable. We won't even mention the 'resolution' of this infernal 2666, a world of a novel in which the power of words triumphs over savagery." --Baptiste Liger, L'EXPRESS

"Splendid ... The jaw-dropping synthesis of a brief but incredibly fertile career." --Fabrice Gabriel, LES INROCKUPTIBLES

"The event of the spring: with 2666 Roberto Bolano has given us his most dense, complex, and powerful novel, a meditation on literature and evil that begins with a sordid newspaper item in contemporary Mexico." -- Morgan Boedec, CHRONIC ART

"Including the imaginary and the mythic alongside the real in his historiography, without ever dabbling in the magical realism dear to many of his Latin-American peers, Bolano strews his chronicle with dreams and visions. As in the films of David Lynch (with whom Bolano's novel shares a certain kinship) these become a catalyst for reflection ... In such darkness, one must keep one's eyes wide open. Bolano invites us to do just that." --Sabine Audrerie, LA CROIX

"An immense moment for literature ... With prodigious skill and his inimitable art of digression, Bolano leads us to the gates of his own hell. May he burn in peace." --TECHNIKART

"The state of the world today transmuted into literature." --Anna Topaloff, MARIANNE

"An immense moment for literature ... With prodigious skill and his inimitable art of digression, Bolano leads us to the gates of his own hell. May he burn in peace." --TECHNIKART

"His masterpiece ... Bolano borrows from vaudeville and the campus novel, from noir and pulp, from science fiction, from the Bildungsroman, from war novels; the tone of his writing oscillates between humor and total darkness, between the simplicity of a fairytale and the false neutrality of a police report." --Minh Tran Huy, LE MAGAZINE LITTERAIRE

"The book explores evil with irony, without any theory or resolution, relying on storytelling alone as its saving grace... Each story is an adventure: a fresco at once horrifying, delicate, grotesque, redundant, and absurd, revealed by the flashlight of a child who stands at the threshold of a cave he will never leave." --Philippe Lancon, LIBERATION

"If THE SAVAGE DETECTIVES recounted the end of a century of avant-gardes and ideological battles, 2666, more radically, evokes the end of humanity as we know it. Apocalyptic in this sense, wavering between decomposition and totality, endlessly in love with people and books, Bolano's last novel ranges over the world and history like the knight Percival, who in Bolano's words 'wears his fool's motley underneath his armor.'" --Fabienne Dumontet, LE MONDE DES LIVRES

"A work of genius: a work of immense lucidity and narrative cunning, written with a unique mixture of creative power and intimate existential desperation, the work of a master whose voice has all the authority and seeming effortlessness that we associate with the great classics of the ages ... It is impossible to read this book without feeling the earth shift beneath one's feet. It is impossible to venture deep into writing so unforgiving without feeling inwardly moved--by a shudder of fear, maybe even horror, but also by its need to pay attention, by its desire for clarity, by its hunger for the real." --Andres Ibanaz, BLANCO Y NEGRO

"Without a doubt the greatest of Bolano's productions ... The five parts of this masterpiece can be read separately, as five isolated novels; none loses any of its brilliance, but what's lost is the grandeur that they achieve in combination, the grandeur of a project truly rare in fiction nowadays, one that can be enjoyed only in its totality." --Ana Maria Moix, EL PAIS

"Make no mistake, 2666 is a work of huge importance ... a complex literary experience, in which the author seeks to set down his nightmares while he feels time running out. Bolano inspires passion, even when his material, his era, and his volume seem overwhelming. This could only be published in a single volume, and it can only be read as one." --EL MUNDO

"An absolute masterpiece ... Bolano writes almost without adjectives, but in his prose this leads to double meanings. The narration is pure metonymy: it omits feelings in favor of facts. A phone call or a sex act can express real tragedy, the sweep of the vast human condition." --Andres Lomena, LA OPINION DE MALAGA

Extrana y maravillosa, divertida hasta lo imposible, cargada de melancolia y horror .
Los Angeles Times
El Gabriel Garcia Marquez de nuestro tiempo: un hombre politicamente comprometido, formalmente osado y salvajemente imaginativo.... Bolano se ha convertido en uno de los inmortales.
The Washington Post
Una obra de un poder y complejidad devastadores, una declaracion final digna de un maestro.
Boston Globe
El logro mas audaz de Bolano.. Una obra atrevida como pocas. Da al traste con la frontera entre el afan ludico y la seriedad.
Financial Times
Una obra maestra... el acontecimiento literario mas electrizante del ano.
Time
Una aventura epica, desquiciante y cautivadora
The New York Times"